professor Robert Skeel; TA Youhan Fang
class web page -> info.pdf
2nd course in programming
slanted towards Comput Sci & Eng

no credit for CS students
prereqs -> >info.pdf< should you drop (or add)?

web page to be neglected in favor of
– piazza.com for dissemination & discussion
– Blackboard Learn for grades & HW turn in exam dates, final?
text book, notes, slides

- textbook optional
- notes may be slightly dated
- slides distributed chapter by chapter
keyboard-oriented (flex, fast, easy on hands)
- bash
- python 3 + NumPy + Matplotlib + mpi4py
- C11 (or C99) & OpenMP
out of class, embrace whatever ...

many details, constant change
instructor depth of knowledge varies
strength of this course: selection of material

lecture ←---1 week→ HW due ←---1 week→ exam
⇒ last chapter: other material

policies → info.pdf
emergency → .ppt
grades: 2012–2015
94 As  96 Bs  15 Cs  3 Ds  1 F

disclaimer: nothing should be inferred

programming:
  your own or scholar.rcac.purdue.edu
for information:
  experiment, web, class notes, people
good sense and good work habits
  as important as knowledge
allocate 12 hours for each HW